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ATI NurseNotes Medical-Surgical is particularly useful to students in nursing programs who spend

the greatest amount of clinical time in medical-surgical settings, including acute and long-term care.

The book concisely presents selected clinical disorders for each body system within the nursing

process framework. NurseNotes Medical-Surgical may also be helpful to nurses facing work

transformation or job redesign who must move to a new clinical unit, or prepare for certification

exams. Features that make this book stand out from all other Medical-Surgical Nursing Review

Books 1. Time-savers: Numerous charts (39), illustrations (18) and pharmacology tables outline a

great deal of information in a few pages. 2. Visual: Unique use of icons throughout the content

review sections helps important content to stand out. 3. The most up-to-date, comprehensive

coverage of a variety of topics, for beginning and advanced nurses already in practice. 4.

Self-assessment: Questions and answers at the end of each chapter include fact-packed rationales

for each option. 5. FREE DISK containing hundreds of additional practice questions. 6. Each

chapter contains: summary of key points, key words, and study and memory aids. 7. Extensive

appendices to quickly locate and pull out for study and review separate key topics. 8. Suggestions

for student and instructor use of this book.
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This book is such a great help it breaks down the disease's, nutrition, medications, nursing

interventions and all. It is a great plus I know my school uses the ATI exams to proceed on in the



program you must pass or wait another year. We get the DVD, and the book that comes with the

dvd but this book is much better well worth the investment.Buy it you won't regret it

Was disappointed with this book. Alot of information was out of date. For example, bretylium is not a

widely used cardiac drug these days, it hasn't been for years, yet this book taught that it is. I found

may other examples of drugs that are used, but are no longer the "first-line treatment" anymore, yet

this book said that they still are. I used the book to help me review for the Med/Surg national

certification exam. I basically told myself that I could not trust the information listed about the drugs.I

did like the many pictures and diagrams, they were very helpful.

I received my ATI book within a few days. It was in good condition and the CD was present. I had

some difficulty downloading the CD to my computer initially, but that was my own error. The CD is in

excellent condition and I've got it downloaded and I'm using it. I love the information in the book. My

nursing school utilizes ATI progression exams so this is an excellent resource. I would recommend

this seller. My merchandise was delivered in a timely manner in the condition that was stated prior

to my purchase. Thanks. It's greatly appreciated.
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